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Abstract: The assumption is made in this volume devoted to data analysis and regression that the student has had a 1st course in statistics. Attitudes and approaches are more important than the techniques this book can teach. Readers can learn to identify at least the following attitudes, understanding, and approaches: an approach to the formulation of statistical and data analytical problems such that, for example, the student's shortcut to inference can be properly understood and the role of vague concepts becomes clear; the role of indications (of pointers to behavior not necessarily on prechosen scales) in contrast to conclusions or decisions about prechosen quantities or alternatives; the importance of displays and the value of graphs in forcing the unexpected upon the reader; the importance of re-expression; the need to seek out the real uncertainty as a nontrivial task; the importance of displays and the value of graphs in forcing the unexpected upon the reader; the importance of re-expression; the need to seek out the real uncertainty as a nontrivial task; the importance of iterated calculation; how the ideas of robustness and resistance can change both what one does and what one thinks; what regression is all about; what regression coefficient can and cannot do; that the behavior of one's data can often be used to guide its analysis; the importance of looking at and drawing information from residuals; and the idea that data analysis can profit from repeated starts and fresh approaches, and that there is not just a single analysis for a substantial problem. The 16
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